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Arabic poetry moreS^essible. On the^Arabic title-page the 
book is entitled Riyy a^iadi' ("Quaking One's Thirst of 
BadV" of "BadV in AbmHqnce^, let me suggest another 
title: Ta'tir safahdt al-ash'drj^f^qtir nafahdt al-azhdr, Per
fuming the Pages ofPoetiySy DhtiHing the "Wafts of Flow
ers" , to end with a suitably flowery>Cigure of speech. 

Oxford, July 1999 GeerNl^ VAN GELDER 

* * 
* 

BAUER, Thomas — Liebe und Liebesdichtung in der arabi-
schen Welt des 9. und 10. Jahrhunderts. (Diskurse der 
Arabistik, Band 2). Verlag Otto Harrassowitz, Wiesbaden, 
1998 (24 cm, VI, 549). ISBN 3-447-04104-8. ISSN 
0949-6807. DM 110,-. 

This book deals with ghazal poetry in the 9th and 10th cen
tury C.E. The definition of ghazal used by the author is the 
one shaped by Arabists, who differentiate between the terms 
nasih and ghazal, which in the minds of medieval Arabs 
meant, equally and indiscriminately, love poetry. However, 
there is a big difference between the traditional love prologue 
of the Qasida and the Love Poem as it stands on its own. 

Such Arabists as Renate Jacobi not only defined the nasib 
and its difference from ghazal poetry in terms of its function 
(introduction to the polythematic ode or qasida), but also 
described the contents. She says: "the generic features which 
determine its identity as a literary form ... are to be defined 
as follows: 

a. an elegiac concept of love, 
b. the evocation of memories, and 
c. a Bedouin setting alluded to by generic signals, i.e. 

place names of the Hidjaz, traditional names of the beloved, 
terms and formulas from pre-Islamic love poetry". 

On page 196, Thomas Bauer produces a synoptic table 
which contraposes ghazal with nasib on the basis of its 
respective contents: so ghazal can be directed to male as well 
as female beloved, whereas nasib has only female beloved 
persons as its subject. In ghazal the love relationship is actu
ally existent, or not yet existent, whereas the nasib refers to 
love relationship in the past. In a ghazal the beloved can be 
reached, in a nasib the beloved cannot be reached. Ghazal 
plays a role in the present time — it is possible to identify 
oneself with the lover — whereas a nasib is a predominantly 
literary composition with references to Bedouin places with 
atldl (ruins of the camp site) etc. However, according to 
Bauer, his synoptic table cannot give definite criteria as to 
whether some poetry is nasib of ghazal, because this depends 
ultimately upon the line of intertextuality in which the poet 
places his poem (p. 197). 

According to Bauer, the above-mentioned problem of def
inition has its origin in the fact that the Arab poets used tech
niques and followed conventions of genres for which theo
reticians had only marginal or no interest, whereas the literary 
theoreticians invented impressing systems of figures of 
speech and style, which were only of little relevance to poets. 

In this manner, the scholars of Arabic literature of the last 
decade noticed a series of techniques and proved that the total 
structure of a poem had always been conceived systemati
cally and consciously, whereas Arabic literary theory, 

strangely enough, has not much to say about it. The long-fos
tered error that lack of theory also means lack of conscious
ness of the poets may now be considered as cleared up. 

Thus, similar attitudes can be observed regarding the dis
tinction between nasib and ghazal. Arabic literary theoreti
cians did not have much interest in conventions of genres and 
structures of poems (which would be relevant in the case of 
nasib and ghazal), and therefore did not care much about the 
corresponding terminological distinctions. 

Nevertheless, both poets and their public were acquainted 
with such conventions, and their knowledge of them was an 
important condition for the functioning of literary communi
cation. Nothing proved this more clearly than poems in which 
such conventions are obviously played with, or the fact that 
modem Arabists, speaking about ghazal and nasib respec
tively, irrespective of which definition their works are based 
on, in the end always refer to the same phenomenon. 

The contents of a ghazal are thus different from those of 
the nasib. In later centruries, the introduction of a polythe
matic poem could be a wine passage, but also a ghazal pas
sage (and even in Hebrew Spanish Literature, a passage about 
the complaint about Sion instead of the complaint about the 
atldl, next to real nasib, wine introductions and ghazal intro
ductions A.S.). 

Bauer says (my translation): 

"According to the present-day current definition, a Qasida 
is defined as a polythematic poem, which at least consists of 
an introductory nasib and a conclusive part (in this case also 
a madlh). The nasib can also be replaced by an introductory 
part with another theme. The most known example is the sub
stitution of nasib by a wine scene, which occurs for instance 
in al-Buhturi's Dlwdn. 

Since the conception of nasib cannot be deprived too much 
from its original on the basis of contents defined meaning and 
reduced to but a structure unit, one ought not to say the nasib 
has become a wine passage, rather one has to say: the nasib 
has been substituted by a wine passage. In the case of a poem 
by al-Buhturi the nasib is even substituted by a ghazal." 

The book begins with an Introductory chapter (Chapter 1) 
in which the author talks about questions such as love 
poetry in connection with the history of Arabic mentality 
and literary history. In this chapter, Thomas Bauer also tells 
us about his method: trying to reconstruct the literary com
munication process of the 9th and 10th centuries, without 
interfering with our own twentieth-century preconceptions 
of a priori convictions about poetry. "A poem from the 10th 
century has only sense within the context of a literary com
munication process. The question what the poets want to 
say to us, can a priori only be answered with 'nothing at 
a i r ." As an observer, the researcher has the task of recon
structing the literary communication system of a past period 
in order to reconstruct the "meaning", "sense" and "qual
ity" of a text. 

"Because the participants in the literary communication 
system of the author's period of research cannot be inter
viewed directly, research will be possible only by analysing 
transmitted texts. From different kinds of text one can get 
information about producers (poets) and receivers (their pub
lic), and transmitters (such as scribes, booksellers, singers), 
and the literary theoreticians of the time. But it is an illusion 
to believe that one can reconstruct literary life without tak
ing refuge in the texts themselves." 
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To get a complete, representative idea of what a ghazal is, 
the author has the intention of presenting as much of the total 
spectre of themes of the Arabic ghazal of the selected period 
as possible (from Chapter 7 on). 

Chapter 2 deals the history of love poetry before the 
Abbasid ghazal. It treats the old-Arabic nasib and the 
Omayyad ghazal. 

Chapter 3 deals with ideologies of love, such as can be dis
tilled from 'Abbas ibn al-Ahnaf's poetry (p. 56) and devel
oped by the "Elegants" [zurafd'] in relation to so-called 
courtly love, and what the effect of the ideologies of love are 
on Arabic literary history, ending with a part called "Triumph 
of Realism" about the domination of "realistic" love poetry, 
one of whose representatives is of course Abu Nuwas. The 
author does not believe that we can speak of courtly love in 
Arabic poetry, even in the ambience of the zurafd (elegants) 
or with regard to 'Abbas ibn al-Ahnaf's poetry. If the quali
fication courtly love is used too widely, it will be deprived 
of meaning, rightly observes Thomas Bauer contra the often 
quoted opinion of the famous English medievalist Peter 
Dronke, that sentiments and conceptions of courtly love are 
universally possible, at any time or place on every level of 
society. 

Chapter 4 [Der Individualismus der Abbasidenzeit] relates 
the individual character of the poets to the structure of soci
ety in Abbasid times (p. 93) which results in a plurality of 
poetic styles. The chapter ends with the "conceptualistic" 
mentality, which makes possible poetry with concetti. In this 
chapter, Hugo Friedrich's book') on the periods of Italian 
lyrical literature still seems to cast its shadows. Thomas 
Bauer deals amply with the question of periodization in both 
Arabic and European literature, especially with regard to so-
called manneristic poetry. 

Since the degree of "mannerism" oscillates more from 
poem to poem and from poet to poet than from century to 
century, this phenomenon cannot be a criterion which con-
stitues the characteristics of a period. This is also the opin
ion of Sperl in his book on mannerism in Arabic poetry.^) 
The concept of mannerism is not fit to describe an Arabic lit
erary period, although the mentality of those who lived in 
middle Abbasid times finds its closest parallel in the Cinque-
cento, and ghazal poems of this period have strikingly simi
lar counterparts in the poems of the petrarchismo. Manneris
tic in the sense of Sperl may be an element which can only 
be traced in Arabo-Islamic culture from a certain time, but 
does not constitute a period. This is for more than one rea
son: firstly there is nothing which has come to an end by 
mannerism. A glance at ath-Tha'alibl's Yatlmah will suffice 
to show that "manneristic poems" and "Classical" poems 
stand side by side and that it often depends on a genre 
whether the poems of a poet incline to one or another pole. 
Thus "mannerism" is more frequently found in panegyrics 
than for instance in wine poems, which without any doubt is 
connected with the different manner in which the poets 
looked upon its relationship with reality and with the differ
ent expectations one had about the reception of the different 
genres. There is also the fundamental question to what extent 
literature can be described as per se a phenomenon inherent 

') Hugo Friedrich, Epochen der italienischen Lyrik, Frankfurt am Main 
[Klostermann] 1964. 

)̂ Stefan Sperl, Mannerism in Arabic Poetry, a Structural Analysis of 
Selected Texts, Cambridge (UP) 1989. 

to a period, when not initiated as an instrument of a conscious 
change. 

The in the course of the 9th century bom possibility of 
"manneristic mimesis", which is always one of the possibil
ities of the poet, can be considered a reaction to a change of 
mentality. This change of mentality was a coexistence of 
beliefs and ideological and religious convictions which was 
unthinkable in Europe at the time. In the East in the 9th cen
tury, it was not uncommon for one person to hold different 
world views. The individualism and subjectivism and the plu
rality of society which resulted have been able to guarantee 
for a long period a balance between conceptualism and 
rigourism. 

Chapter 5 deals with the object of love in poetry, whether 
female or male. The author goed deeply into the manner of 
love relationships between men and its various forms, includ
ing Abu Tammam's affair with 'Abdallah. 

Chapter 6 discusses the difference between ghazal and 
nasib, which we mentioned above. Thomas Bauer then 
describes the different "themes" and "motifs" of the ghazal, 
and how the five theme areas distinguished by the author are 
combined within a sequence of affections as within a kind of 
musical score. 

In the next five chapters, the author describes the five 
theme areas with their subdivisions, amply illustrated by 
poetic quotations. Chapter 7 is devoted to the description of 
the beauty of the beloved, which constitutes the praise of the 
beloved. The praise of the beloved itself is discussed (p. 208), 
and then follow all the motifs of praise, such as: beauty in 
general; the face of the beloved one; hair; cheeks; the locks 
of the temples; a mole; soft down on the cheeks; eyes; eye
brows and lashes; teeth and saliva; the neck, breast and 
bosom; posteriors and waist; figure; legs and fingers; the 
walk; elegance; fragrance; other characteristics of the body; 
and intelligence, character and education. 

Chapter 8 describes the situation of the lover, his suffer
ings and complaints (p. 336); the causes of his complaints in 
pre-Abbasid times; being seized with love; separation and 
aversion; disturber; grief; sufferings, nostalgia and affliction; 
weeping; languishing, yeaming, complaints, heaviness, heart-
flutterings; illness, madness, death; fire, burning, thirst; 
sleeplessness, worrying; seldom mentioned symptoms; reac
tions and effects. 

Chapter 9 deals with the declaration of the love of the lover 
and its contents (p. 386); the expressing or keeping secret of 
love; being seized with love; love passion; being unsur
passable; inevitability; sincerity; constancy; unconditional-
ity; submissiveness and abandonment; exclusiveness; and 
suppliction. 

Chapter 10 deals with the reproach of the lover who has 
problems with his beloved (p. 426); the beloved shows his 
denial; coquetry and haughtiness; inconstancy; iniquity; cru
elty and mercilessness; and indifference. 

Chapter 11 deals with the description of the beloved and the 
forms of communication between lover and beloved (p. 455); 
the name of the beloved; rank and profession of the beloved; 
religious allusions; particular bodily and other characteristics 
of the beloved; actions of the beloved and the lover; union 
and rejection; places and reasons; forms of communication; 
third persons; maximes, reflections, monologues. 

The book ends with a bibliography (p. 529) and indices of 
persons, poems, themes and subjects, and a register of 
secunda comparationis (p. 541). 
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All in all, this work provides a treasury of examples of var
ious types of love themes in Arabic poetry by which is struc
tured the 9th and 10th century ghazal poem, together with an 
informative and stimulating discussion of them. This book 
will be welcomed by any scholar interested in Classical Ara
bic poetry and literature in general, but also by those who are 
dealing with love poetry in general. 

It is a thorough, well written and much needed description 
of the development of love poetry, and the problems which 
are involved with it, such as the relation of the poetry with 
medieval literary theory, poetic style, love ideology and con
ceptualism, with an open eye for plurality existing in the 
poetry and the society of the time. It not only fills a gap in 
the coverage of medieval Arabic literary themes, but will 
serve as a basis for further research in love poetry in later 
ages by providing us with an analysis of global thematic 
fields of love poetry, such as the praise of the beauty of the 
beloved, the complaints of the lover, the declaration of love 
by the lover, his reproach with the beloved, and the commu
nication between lover and beloved. 

Amsterdam, May 1999 Arie SCHIPPERS 

* 

QUEMENEUR, J. — Enigmes tunisiennes. (Publications de 
rinstitut des Belles B^ettres Arabes, 35). Revue IBLA, 
Tunis, 1997 (24 cm, 2 ^ ) . ISBN 9973-722-04-3. ISBN 
9973-722-01-9. 

Cet ouvrage repond a un sounait exprime (en exergue) par 
P. Marty, grand connaiseur de I'Aftique du 'Nojrh: permettre 
aux colons de comprendre et memexl'utiliser les expressions 
proverbiales et les devinettes populaires, marquant en cela 
leur volonte d'insertion et d'appreciation de la culture de 
leurs botes. Dans les pays de culture arabS^ citer un proverbe, 
dans la conversation, evoquer un conte, poser une devinette, 
c'est chose frequente. Le but recherche, e^st instruire et 
divertir. Les Arabes anciens en user sous la tente, au cours 
des soirees d'hiver. La litterature proverbiale eKanecdotique 
arabe foisonne d'exemples du genre. Les califes eHeurs vizirs 
en raffolaient. / 

Le present ouvrage conceme un genrfc particulier)\propre 
a la Tunisie et a I'Est de I'Algerie, sunlequel Hans Stumm 
attira I'attention, a la fin du siecle denner. En 1944, J. Qye-
meneur reprit la question, en publiarw 358 Enigmes 
siennes (Tunis, IBLA, 1944, 226 p.). Son travail fut complete^ 
en arabe, par Muhammad al-Marsuqi, qui ajouta 244 
enigmes, sous le titre: 'Abd al-Sdmad gal kalimdt (Tunis, 
Maison Tunisienne de I'Edition, 19 39, 134 p.). D'autres 
recherches ont suivi, dont celle de Sabra Weber, intitulee: 
«Les fonctions communicatives des opvinettes de Kelibia 
(Tunisie), in IBLA, n° 166/1990, pp. 275-295). 

A 1'edition de 1944, Andre Dubus, conscient de la perte 
progressive, chez les jeunes generations, du recours a ces 
enigmes — ce qui conduirait a la disparition d'un aspect de 
la culture nationale — decida d'ajouter, a un 2e tirage, les 
resultats d'une recherche qu'il entreprit, dans les annees 
quatre-vingt, entre Beja et Tabarka, au cours de laquelle 169 
devinettes ont ete reunies (parues, d'abord, dans IBLA en 
1992, t. 55, n° 170, pp. 235-274, et en 1993, t. 56, n° 171, 
pp. 73-99). 

Ce nouvel apport est classe en: I. Sujets religieux. II. Ani-
maux. III. Corps humain. IV. Botanique. V. Le monde phy
sique. y i . Devinettes a trois. VII. La devinette. Tandis que 
la prernftre partie est classee sous huit rubriques: L'homme; 
La femnje^et la maison; Le monde physique; Les Animaux; 
Les plantes\Les sujets religieux; Les personages religieux; 
Enigmes a reppnses disparates. 

Dans son introduction, J. Quemeneur etudie les noms qui 
designent I'enigme en Tunisie {lugz,Jiabu, tchenchina 
(Tunis), hurdfa, nuggiyya...), la maniere de proposer et de 
deviner, les espece^d'enigmes, les ^ teurs d'enigmes, leur 
transmission. 

Sur le demier point\ le nom l e ^ u s frequent est celui d'un 
certain 'Abd as-Samad\qui est (Zonsidere comme I'inventeur 
legendaire de I'enigmeVil au/ait vecu a Batna; nombreux 
sont les enigmes qui mentionnent son nom; elles commen-
cent par: 'Abdas-Samadgjilkelma ou kelmdt... (p. 20 sqq.). 
II est aussi bien connu eji Algerie. 

J. Quemeneur precis^, enfirk. les regies de composition et 
les procedes litteraire^ dont il se degage que le parallelisme 
et la rime consti tu^t les regles\fondamentales du genre 
egigme. C'est une; caracteristique\commune au style oral 
(proverbes, sagesses, oracles, art oratoire...). 

Dans la biblfographie (pp. 27-29),\es auteurs a retenir, 
outre H. Stunim, sont: A. G\ncobtiX\,\ecueils d'enigmes 
arabes populaires (Alger, 1916). Ce sont 620 devinettes 
recueillies aans la plaine du Cheliff et dans^l'Aures, et Rene 
Basset, qui/publia dans la Revue des Traditions populaires, 
1917, p. 181, une bibliographic des enigmes arabes du Nord 
de I'Afrique. 

La langue de ces enigmes presente souvent des difficultes; 
les collecteurs s'en tirent bien. En depit de la liste des errata 
(p. 225 sq.), il subsiste de nombreuses corrections a faire dans 
le texte arabe. En voici la liste: 

P. 34, n° 8,1.2: 1. ouT 

P. 44, n° 33,1.3: 1. ̂ ^ 

P. 52, n° 51,1.7: 1. i.^\ 

P. 62, n° 76,1.1: 1 . ^ 

P. 76, n° 103,1.2: 1. jj^l^ 

P. 82, n° 110,1.3: 1. »>«, 

P. 89, n° 128,1.5: 1. [^j\i 

P. 95, n° 138/4,1.7: 1. o , j 

P. 113, n° 179,1.1: 1. A ^ 

P. 122, n° 198,1.10: 1. i*i«JI 

P. 136, n° 232,1.1: 1. j ^ 

\P. 138, n° 236/3,1.7: l.jLiJI; n° 237,1.8: 1. ^ ^ 1 

149, n° 256,1.6: 1. JIS:> Î 

P. 157, n° 276,1.2: 1. OJLL ;̂ n° 277,1.8: L .̂.̂ ^^ 

P. 158, n° 280,1.4: 1. ^ j 

P. 172, n° 304,1.1: l . ^ U 

P. 184, n° 324,1.1: 1. I^j 

P. 187, n° 328,1.4: 1.^ L*^^.^j 

P. 189, n° 330/3,1.14: 1. K^,, 


